INTRODUCTION

Tatting, after a period of neglect, came into fashion again a few years ago. It now takes an important position among feminine occupations, and being both easy and pleasant to execute entirely justifies such favour. For this reason we have been encouraged to add to the series of publications in the D·M·G Library a special album treating of this kind of work.

Our publication consists of an explanatory treatise illustrated by 25 engravings, to which are appended 8 plates containing 38 models in natural size, accompanied by a detailed description in order to facilitate their execution.

The particularly delicate character of this lace excludes any combination of large sized motifs. Our models, very finely executed, are composed of rounds and scallops of various dimensions, well proportioned and symmetrically grouped.

Plates I and II contain patterns of galloons, insertions and edgings, some of them mounted with crochet for use as lingerie trimmings; plate III presents a series of medallions of different sizes to be employed as inlays, or to compose
foundations of the sort given on plate IV; the patterns on plate V show some happy effects obtained by combining tatted motifs with backgrounds of Embroidered Net. For the plate mats with a cambric foundation on plate VI, as well as for the handkerchief corners on plate VIII, edgings of tatted lace are joined to the material by means of button-hole stitches. Attached to a net foundation, these edgings give an extremely rich appearance to the whole article, as displayed by the models on plate VII which recall the Alençon laces.

In addition to the plates in this album, a further selection of tatting patterns will be found in the following publications of the D·M·C Library: Encyclopedia of Needlework and Works of various kinds.
General directions for doing Tatting.

(See figures 1 to 25).

Tatting consists of knots and picots, sometimes forming circles, sometimes semi-circles or scallops; worked in fine threads it may be classed as lace work, but when medium or coarse threads are used the result must be considered as passementerie or galoon.

The shuttle (fig. 1). — The tatting shuttle is composed of a little oval bobbin placed between two blades shaped like a long olive with pointed ends. It should not be more than 2½ inches long and ⅜ inch wide. The two extremities of the blades should approach each other closely enough to prevent the thread from escaping too freely. The little bobbin which connects the two blades is pierced with a hole through which the end of the thread is passed before it is wound upon the shuttle.


**Materials.** — Owing to the great number of different articles which can be decorated with tatting, the most varied materials may be utilised for its manufacture, providing that a sufficiently twisted thread be always chosen.

This kind of work is particularly suitable for trimming lingerie and children's frocks; for these purposes we specially recommend D·M·C Alsatian thread (Fil d'Alsace) (*) in balls, D·M·C Cotton lace thread (Fil à dentelles), D·M·C 6 cord Crochet cotton (Cordonnet 6 fils) and D·M·C Special crochet cotton (Cordonnet spécial); for bed linen, D·M·C Flax lace thread (Lin pour dentelles) and D·M·C Flax thread for knitting and crochet (Lin pour tricoter et crocheter) are to be preferred.

When used as a galoon, whether for dresses or mantles or for articles of furniture, tatting should be worked in D·M·C Pearl cotton (Coton perlé), D·M·C Shaded pearl cotton (Coton perlé ombré) or in D·M·C Alsatia.

(*) The French names in brackets are those stamped on the labels of the D·M·C articles.
It frequently happens that tatted trimmings are finished off or joined together by a few rows of crochet; in such cases, the crochet will be worked in the same materials that were employed for the tatting; the thread, however, must always be several degrees finer.

**How to wind the thread upon the shuttle.** — The thread, fastened by a knot to the little bobbin, is carefully wound upon the latter, layer over layer, until it reaches the edge of the blades.

It must never project beyond the edge, since it would then lose its freshness while continually passing to and fro in the worker's hands.

**How to make the knots** (figs. 2 to 8). — Hold the shuttle in the right hand, take the end of the thread issuing from the shuttle between the first finger and the thumb of the left hand, put it over the third and fourth fingers of the left hand, then bring it back towards the thumb and cross it over the other end as shown in fig. 2.

The thread proceeding from the shuttle is passed round the little finger of the right hand, then the shuttle is given the direction shown in the engraving, and is
passed between the first and third fingers of the left hand, in the direction indicated by the arrow.

Fig. 3 shows how the shuttle should be passed through the loop of thread. Here the first difficulties for beginners arise, we therefore advise them to practise until they have acquired such control of the previous movements that they will not confound those of the right hand with those of the left.

It is important that the length of thread hanging between the shuttle and the left hand should not exceed 8 to 10 inches. Directly the shuttle has passed through the loop, rest the right hand upon the table and stretch the thread tightly, taking care meanwhile to make no movement at all with the left hand. When the right hand has assumed this passive position, the third and fourth fingers of the left hand lift up the loop and close it, at the same time separating themselves sufficiently to give tension to the thread. By this movement a loop or running knot is formed, the first half of the double stitch; see figs. 4 and 5.

Be sure not to forget that the right hand thread must never move while the left
hand is still active; for it is only the part of the thread lying over the left hand which forms the knot.

The right hand thread must always slip freely through the stitches; it would be impossible to keep it moving should it form a knot itself, for it would no longer have the play necessary to permit the lengthening and contracting of the loop over the left hand.

The second half of a stitch is made by the following movements: pass the shuttle, as shown in fig. 6, between the first and second fingers of the left hand, under the extended loop; the right hand takes hold of the shuttle in front of the loose loop and extends the thread; the left hand closes up this second knot like the first half. Fig. 7 shows a completed (or double) stitch.

When the first stitch is finished, the hands again take up the position indicated in fig. 2; fig. 8 repeats this position and at the same time shows some of the completed stitches.
Tatting patterns worked with one shuttle. — Simple motifs are done with a single shuttle; they are chiefly composed of scallops and circles, grouped in various ways.

To produce scallops, work a series of double stitches which are drawn up in the shape of a semi-circle, one end of the thread being left loose at the bottom.

In making rings, this series of stitches must be closely drawn up, so that the last stitch touches the first one.

Picots or purls serve to connect the different parts of the work together. By their help the most varied combinations can be made; moreover, used as ornaments, these picots give a rich and graceful effect to the simplest patterns.

How to work single picots (figs. 9 to 11). — Having made a complete stitch, leave a loop on the extended thread and arrange a little distance between the last stitch and the following one, as is demonstrated in figs. 9 and 10.
When the last stitch is finished it is drawn up close to the others; the single picot, shown in fig. 11, forms itself naturally. This picot ought to consist of a nicely rounded loop to ornament the plain edges of rings and scallops. But when destined to unite motifs, it is made quite short, sometimes scarcely noticeable. Occasionally, when required to join several motifs together, a very long one is made.

In our directions this single picot is called simply a "picot"; it must not be confounded with the knotted picot, known as the "Josephine knot", which is taught by figs. 22 and 23.

**How to join tatting together with picots** (fig. 12). — In order to join different motifs together, a crochet hook or a pin must be inserted from above downwards into a picot of a completed motif; draw through it the thread running over the left hand, pass the shuttle through the loop now projecting from the picot and tighten it like any other stitch.

Fig. 12 shows a partly worked ring joined to a finished ring, the connecting loop already closed.
Narrow tatted edgings worked in a single row (figs. 13 to 18). — Here we give some examples of narrow edgings which may prove useful as exercises for beginners.

Fig. 13 shows plain detached scallops, for each of which 10 double stitches are needed. The semi-circles must touch each other at the base.

The plain circles of fig. 14 each require 12 double stitches; between the rings a length of thread, proportioned to the size of the circles, is left clear.

Fig. 15 shows how plain scallops can be united at the top by a picot. To execute these, make 3 complete stitches, 1 picot, * 6 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, draw up the scallop; begin again close to the first scallop and make 3 stitches, join to the 2nd picot of the first scallop and continue from *.

Fig. 16 represents plain rings joined together; make 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring; leave a bit of thread clear, 4 stitches, join to the 2nd picot of the first ring and continue from *.
Fig. 17 gives connected scallops ornamented with picots; do 3 stitches, 1 picot, * then four times: 2 stitches and 1 picot and again 3 stitches, draw up the scallop; quite close to it begin a second scallop, do 3 stitches, join to the 5th picot of the first scallop and continue from *.

Fig. 18 teaches the way of making connected rings ornamented with picots; do 4 stitches, 1 picot * then four times: 2 stitches and 1 picot and again 4 stitches, close the ring; leave a bit of thread clear, do 4 stitches, join to the 5th picot of the first and continue from *.

Galoons worked in one row (figs. 19 and 20). — The galoon in fig. 19 is made up of connected rings similar to those of fig. 16; do one ring — turn the work so as to have the ring at the bottom and the thread at the top — leave a bit of thread clear, do a second ring — turn the work — leave a bit of thread clear, do a third ring which is joined to the 2nd picot of the first ring — turn the work — leave a bit of thread clear — do a fourth ring, which is joined to the 2nd picot of the second ring and so on.

The galoon fig. 20, is worked in the same manner, with rings ornamented by picots, to be done according to the directions given for fig. 18.
**Tatting patterns worked with two shuttles** (fig. 21). — Most tatting patterns require two shuttles used together.

Two shuttles are employed when the scallops are not meant to be joined at the base by a thread, or when there is need to conceal the passage of the thread to another group of stitches.

In working with two shuttles, the ends of the two threads are tied together; one thread passes over the middle finger of the left hand, is twisted twice round the third finger, and the shuttle falls free, see fig. 21. The second shuttle then passes into the right hand, which executes the same movements as when working with a single shuttle.

**How to make Josephine knots or picots** (figs. 22 and 23). — Motifs worked with two shuttles are the only ones which can be decorated with the knotted picots called "Josephine knots".

These picots are composed of several half stitches, see figs. 2 to 5; they are drawn up very closely so as to form a little circle.

Fig. 22 shows one of these Josephine picots being worked, and fig. 23 represents a finished picot composed of 8 half stitches. One may increase or diminish the number of half stitches in one of these picots at will.
These knotted picots are only used as ornaments; they can never act as connections, since the drawn-up stitches do not permit the passage of a thread to form the connecting loop.

**Galoon with Josephine knots** (fig. 24). — As an example of the kind of work that can be tatted with two shuttles, we here give a galoon to be worked in two rows.

1st row — Begin with one shuttle and make 4 stitches, 1 picot of ordinary length, 4 stitches, 1 short picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot of ordinary length, 4 stitches, close the ring — turn the work with the ring downwards — continue with two shuttles, take the thread of the second shuttle over the left hand, the first shuttle in the right hand and do 4 stitches, with the left hand shuttle, 1 Josephine picot composed of 8 half stitches, see figs. 22 and 23, then with the two shuttles 4 more stitches — turn the work, the Josephine picot at the bottom — with the right hand shuttle do 4 stitches, join to the 3rd picot of the first ring and continue from *.
2nd row — Fasten the two shuttles to the short picot of the first ring ** do 4 stitches, 1 Josephine picot, 4 stitches, join the right hand thread to the short picot of the next ring and continue from **.

**How to renew the thread** (fig. 25). — A new thread can always be put in at the beginning of a fresh motif, but never in the middle of one.

Having joined the new thread to the one in use by means of an ordinary knot, make the first stitch of the new figure so as to have the connecting knot exactly between the two loops, as shown in fig. 25. The ends of the thread projecting from the connecting knot are hidden by the tatted stitches and, when the motif is completed, any which still show can be cut off.
Detailed directions
for working the models on Plates I to VIII.

PLATE I.

Galoon (fig. 1). — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, close the scallop = turn the work = 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, close the scallop = turn the work = 4 stitches, join to the picot upon the completed ring and repeat from *.

Galoon (fig. 2). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = carry the thread under the ring and join it to the short picot = repeat from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st picot of the first ring: * 1 stitch = join the right hand threads to the 2nd picot = with the two

Explanation of the signs: In Tatting one is frequently obliged to repeat the same series of stitches and picots. These repetitions are indicated by the signs * and **.
shuttles: 2 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 1st picot of the next ring and repeat from *.

3rd row — Similar to the 2nd row, and to be worked on the second side of the rings.

**Insertion** (fig. 3). — 1st row — With one shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 long picot, * 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread free, 4 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread free, 2 stitches, join to the long picot of the large ring, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread free, 4 stitches, join to the long picot of the small ring, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread free, 2 stitches, join to the long picot of the large ring and repeat from *.

2nd row — similar to the 1st row, in working it join the small rings to the long picot of the small rings in the 1st row.

*Crochet edging.* — 1st row — Pick up each picot with 1 treble and do 2 chain between them.

2nd row — 1 plain into each stitch of the 1st row.
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3rd row — 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.

Insertion (fig. 4). — Medallions. — 1st row — With one shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 picot, * 5 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = 3 stitches, join to the 2nd picot of the first ring and repeat four times from * = 5 stitches, join to the 1st picot of the first ring, 3 stitches, close the ring and finish off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to one of the connecting picots, * 2 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next picot and repeat five times from *, finish off the threads. Join the medallions together by 2 picots as shown in the engraving.

Crochet edging. — 1st row — * 1 plain into the 1st picot of the free scallop in the middle of a medallion, 3 chain, 1 plain into the 2nd picot, 5 chain, 2 double trebles joined together at the top by a last over into the 2 following picots, 5 chain and repeat from *.

2nd row — 1 plain into each stitch of the 1st row.

3rd row — 1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches, 1 treble, 2 chain, skip 2 stitches, 1 treble and so on.

Galoon (fig. 5). — With one shuttle: * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 short picot, 5 stitches, close the
ring = 5 stitches, join into the short picot of the preceding ring, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = 1 Josephine picot of 6 knots, repeat from * and, as you work, connect the double leaves by the 2 picots at the sides.

**Galoon** (fig. 6). — With two shuttles: * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = 3 stitches, join to the last picot of the first ring, 9 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = 3 stitches, join to the picot of the second ring, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = repeat with two shuttles from * and, as you work, connect the motifs by the picots at the sides.

**PLATE II.**

**Edging** (fig. 7). — With one shuttle: * 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 5 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = turn the work = and repeat from * with the left hand shuttle.

**Crochet heading.** — 1st row — 1 plain into the short picot of each small ring and 7 chain between.
2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st of the 7 chain, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, and so on.

**Edging** (fig. 8). — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the small ring, do eight times: 2 stitches, and 1 picot; 4 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the large ring and repeat from *.

**Crochet heading.** — 1st row — 1 plain into the first small ring, * 3 plain over the clear thread after the first small ring, 7 chain, 3 plain over the clear thread after the large ring, 1 plain into the small ring following it and repeat from *.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st of the 3 plain following the first small ring, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.

**Edging** (fig. 9). — 1st row — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, * 6 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the scallop = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding scallop and repeat from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: fasten the threads to the 1st picot of the first scallop, * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next picot with with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = with the
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left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next picot and repeat from *.

_Crochet heading._ — 1st row — 3 plain over the free thread of each scallop and 5 chain between.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st of the 3 plain, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.

_Edging_ (fig. 10). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 5 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 5 stitches, 1 short picot, 5 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = carry the thread under the ring and join it to the 1st short picot and repeat from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st long picot of the first ring, * 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 2nd long picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 1st long picot of the following ring and repeat from *.

_Crochet heading._ — 1st row — 1 plain into the 1st short picot of the first ring, * 1 chain, 1 plain into the 2nd short picot, 7 chain, 1 plain into the 1st short picot of the next ring and repeat from *.
2nd row — 1 treble into the chain between the first 2 plain, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.

**Edging** (Fig. 11). — 1st row — With one shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 long picot, * 3 stitches, 1 long picot, 3 stitches, 1 long picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread free = 5 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring and repeat from *.

2nd row — With one shuttle; 5 stitches, join, at the back, to the picot in the centre of the first ring of the 1st row, 5 stitches, close the ring = * turn the work = with two shuttles: 8 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the picot to which the last small ring is fastened, 5 stitches, close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the free picot of the following ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the picot to which the last small ring is fastened, 5 stitches, close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the free picot of the following ring, 5 stitches, close the ring and repeat from *.

**Crochet heading.** — 1st row — 5 plain over the free thread between the rings with 3 chain between them.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st of the first 5 plain, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.
Edging (fig. 12). — With one shuttle: 2 stitches, do nine times: 1 picot and 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot. * 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the 5th picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, do nine times: 1 picot and 2 stitches: close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, join to the picot of the preceding scallop and repeat from *.

Crochet heading. — 1st row — * 1 treble into the 2nd free picot of the large ring.
1 chain, 1 treble into the next picot, 5 chain, 2 triple trebles, united at the top by a last over, to right and left of the horizontal bar of 4 stitches, 5 chain and repeat from *.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st intermediate chain, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.

Edging (fig. 13). — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches, close the
ring = * turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, 1 short picot, 6 stitches, 1 short picot, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn the small ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, join to the long picot in the preceding small ring, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the 1st short picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches, do six times: 1 picot and 2 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the 2nd short picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread into the bottom of the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, join to the long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches, close the ring and repeat from *.

* Crochet heading. — 1st row — 1 treble into the 1st picot of the first scallop, * 2 chain, 1 treble into the 2nd picot, 2 chain, 1 treble into the 3rd picot, 5 chain, 1 treble into the 1st picot of the next scallop and repeat from *.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.
**Edging (fig. 14).** — With one shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the short picot of the ring = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, do seven times: 1 picot and 2 stitches; close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, join to the picot of the preceding scallop and repeat from *.

**Crochet heading.** — 1st row — 1 treble into the 1st picot of the first scallop, 2 chain, 1 treble into the 2nd picot, 2 chain, 1 treble into the 3rd picot, 7 chain, 1 treble into the 1st picot of the next scallop and repeat from *.

2nd row — 1 treble into the 1st treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble, 1 chain, skip 1 stitch, 1 treble and so on.
PLATE III.

Medallion (fig. 15). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close the ring; repeat 7 times from * and finish off the thread.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to one of the picots in the 1st row, * 9 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next picot; repeat 7 times from * and finish off the threads.

3rd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads into the notch between two scallops, * 12 stitches = fasten the right hand thread into the next notch; repeat 7 times from * and finish off the threads.

4th row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads into the notch between two scallops, * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread into the next notch; repeat 7 times from * and finish off the threads.

Fill in the centre of the medallion with 8 needle-made overcast bars.

Medallion (fig. 16). — * With two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = repeat 7 times from * and finish off the threads.
2nd row — With two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = * with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, fasten on the wrong side to a picot in the centre ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, fasten the right hand thread to the thread in front of the first 4 stitches, which will form a ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the picot in the preceding ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the connecting picot of the two preceding rings, 5 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the connecting picot of the three preceding rings, 5 stitches, close the ring = repeat 6 times from * = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the last free picot of the centre ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles:
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4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, join to the picot of the first small ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, and so continue, finish the row and fasten off the threads.

**Medallion** (fig. 17). — **Ring for the centre**: With one shuttle: 1 stitch, do seven times: 1 long picot and 2 stitches; 1 long picot, 1 stitch, close the ring and finish off the thread.

1st row — * With one shuttle: 4 stitches, join, at the back, to a picot of the centre ring, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = repeat seven times from *, close the row and fasten off the threads.

2nd row — * With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring, join, at the back, to a picot in the 1st row = 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the second shuttle: 4 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = turn the work = repeat seven times from * and as you work join the little inside rings together by the picots; close the row and fasten off the threads.
**Medallion** (fig. 18). — 1st row — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = 4 stitches, 1 picot, * 5 stitches, 1 short picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = 4 stitches, join to the long picot of the first small ring, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding large ring and repeat six times from * = 5 stitches, 1 short picot, 5 stitches, join to the 1st picot of the first large ring, 4 stitches, close the ring and fasten off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the short picot of one ring, * 6 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the short picot of the next ring below; repeat seven times from * and, as you work, join the motifs together by the picots at the sides; finish off the threads.

**Medallion** (fig. 19). — Ring for the centre: With one shuttle: 1 stitch, do seven times: 1 picot and 2 stitches; 1 picot, 1 stitch, close the ring and fasten off the threads.

**Scallops:** * With one shuttle: 6 stitches, join, at the back, to one picot of the picot of the centre ring, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles:
4 stitches, do four times: 1 picot and 1 stitch; 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = repeat seven times from * and fasten off the threads.

Medallion (fig. 20). — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 long picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, 1 picot, * 3 stitches, do four times: 1 picot and 1 stitch; 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, join to the long picot of the first small ring, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding large ring and repeat six times from * = 3 stitches, do four times: 1 picot and 1 stitch; 1 picot, 3 stitches, join to the 1st picot of the first large ring, 4 stitches, close the ring and fasten off the threads.

Medallion (fig. 21). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring; repeat three times from * and fasten off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to a picot of one of the rings in the 1st row, * 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the next picot below and repeat seven times from *; close the ring and finish off the threads.
3rd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st picot of a ring in the 2nd row, * 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 2nd picot of the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 3rd picot of the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 4th picot of the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 1st picot of the next ring and repeat seven times from *; fasten off the threads.

PLATE IV.

Ground (fig. 22). — Medallions. — 1st row — With one shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 picot, * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring and repeat four times from * = 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, join to the 1st picot of the first ring, 5 stitches, close the ring and fasten off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to one of the connecting
picots in the 1st row. * 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next free picot = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 long picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread again to the same lower picot = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next connecting picot = with the left hand shuttle: 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots = with the two shuttles repeat five times from * and finish off the threads. Join the medallions together by the long picots.

**Ground** (fig. 23). — *Triangular motifs.* — With one shuttle: * 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = 3 stitches, join to the 2nd picot of the small ring, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = repeat twice from * and, as you work, join the rings together by the short picots; finish off the threads.

Connect the motifs by the picot in the middle of the large rings.

**Ground** (fig. 24). — *Medallions.* — * With one shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, 1 short picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 5 stitches, 1 short picot, 5 stitches = turn the work = repeat five times from * and, as you work, connect the small rings by the short picots; finish off the threads. Connect the medallions by the picots on the outer scallops.
For working, use the **D·M·C Cotton** and **Flax threads**
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PLATE V.

Square with ground of embroidered net (fig. 25). — This square is composed of a tatted medallion centre let into a ground of embroidered net and finished off on the outside by tatted edging.

Centre composed of nine little medallions. — With one shuttle: * 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close the ring; repeat three times from * and, as you work, join the rings together by the picots at the sides = 10 stitches, close the ring; fasten off the threads and sew the small ring with a few stitches into the centre of the medallion.

Make nine medallions and join them together by the picots at the corners, as shown in the engraving.

Edging. — 1st row — Make twenty-four medallions similar to those in the centre and join them together by the picots at the corners.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to one of the outside connecting picots, * 5 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 10 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next connecting picot = with the two shuttles repeat from *. Fasten the thread twice into the corner picots in order to make a scallop.
For working, use the **D·M·C Cotton** and **Flax threads**
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The tatted motifs are fastened to the net foundation by means of overcast bars worked with a needle and thread.

**Square let into a foundation of embroidered net** (fig. 26). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 6 stitches, 1 short picot, 6 stitches, 1 long picot, 6 stitches, 1 short picot, 6 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread clear = 3 stitches, 1 long picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = leave a bit of thread clear = repeat three times from * and, as you work, join the small rings to the long picot of the first small ring; finish off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the free thread before one of the large rings, * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the short picot of the large ring = with the two shuttles: 7 stitches = join the right hand thread to the long picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread for the second time to the long picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, join to the last picot towards the left, do three times: 3 stitches and 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots; 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread for the third time to the long picot below = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, join to the last picot towards the left, 2 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread for the fourth time to the long picot
below = with the two shuttles: 7 stitches = join the right hand thread to the short
picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join
the right hand thread to the free thread beyond the large ring below = with the
two shuttles: 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the free thread beyond the
small ring below = with the two shuttles repeat three times from * and, as you work,
join the different pieces together by the picots at the sides; finish off the threads.

The tatted square is fastened to the net foundation by means of overcast bars
worked with a needle and thread.

**Square (fig. 27).** — With two shuttles: * 8 stitches = turn the work = with the
left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 long picot, 5 stitches, 1 long picot, 5 stitches, close the
ring = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 5 stitches, do six times: 1 picot
and 1 stitch; 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 8 stitches =
with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the left
hand shuttle: 3 stitches, join to the 1st long picot of the inside ring, 3 stitches, close
the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles repeat three times from * and, as
you work, join the inside rings together by the picots; finish off the threads.

**Square (fig. 28).** — 1st row — With one shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 long picot, * do
three times: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches and 1 long picot; 5 stitches, close the
ring = 5 stitches, join to the last long picot of the preceding ring and repeat twice
from * = do twice: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches and 1 long picot; 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, join to the 1st long picot of the first ring, 5 stitches, close the ring and fasten off the threads.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to a connecting picot, * 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next long picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next long picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles: 3 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next connecting picot and repeat three times from *; fasten off the threads.

PLATE VI.

Mat for plate with tatted edging round cambric centre (fig. 29). — Edging. — 1st row — With one shuttle: 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the first ring, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches,
For working, use the **D·M·C Cotton** and **Flax threads**
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close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the last picot of the second ring, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the last picot of the third ring, 5 stitches, 1 long picot, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the ring = 5 stitches, join to the last picot of the fourth ring, 5 stitches, 1 picot, 5 stitches, join to the 1st picot of the first ring, 5 stitches, close the ring = 12 stitches, close the ring and finish off the threads. Fasten the small ring into the centre of the medallion with a few stitches. Make twelve medallions altogether, joining them by means of the picots in the middle of the first, second, third and fifth rings, as the engraving shows.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the point of attachment between the third and fourth rings of a medallion, * 8 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the long picot of the fourth ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread for the second time to the long picot of the fourth ring = with the two shuttles: 8 stitches = join the right hand thread to the connecting picot between the fourth and fifth rings = with the two shuttles: 6 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 6 stitches, close the
ring = with the two shuttles: 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the connecting picot between the third and fourth rings of the next medallion and repeat eleven times from *; fasten off the threads.

The tatted edging is sewn onto the cambric centre with button-hole stitches, as shown in the engraving.

**Mat for plate with tatted edging round cambric centre (fig. 30). — Edging. —**

* With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 5 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the first small ring, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = with the right hand shuttle: 10 stitches, 1 short picot, 10 stitches, close the ring = turn the small ring to the left = with the two shuttles: 6 stitches, join towards the left to the last picot of the preceding small ring, 7 stitches = join the right hand thread to the short picot of the ring below = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = join the right hand thread for the second time to the short picot of the ring
below = with the two shuttles: 7 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the bottom of the small ring below = with the two shuttles: 5 stitches = repeat eleven times from * and, as you work, join the rings together by the picots as shown in the engraving; finish off the threads.

The tatted edging is sewn onto the cambric centre with button-hole stitches, as shown in the engraving.

PLATE VII.

Tatted edging on a net foundation (fig. 31). — 1st row — With one shuttle: * 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, 1 picot, 6 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear and repeat from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st picot of the first ring = * 6 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 6 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the 2nd picot of the ring below = with the two shuttles: 2 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the 1st picot of the following ring and repeat from * with the two shuttles.

The tatted edging is sewn onto the net foundation with button-hole stitches; see engraving.
For working, use the **D·M·C Cotton** and **Flax threads**
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The **wreath** is composed of little rings of 6 stitches.

The **three-lobed motifs** consist of three rings of 6 stitches and the **powdering rings** of 6 stitches; they are sewn upon the net foundation.

**Tatted edging on a net foundation** (fig. 32). — With one shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, * do five times: 2 stitches and 1 picot; 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 6 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, join to the long picot of the large ring and repeat from *.

The tatted edging is sewn to the net foundation by means of button-hole stitches; see engraving.

The **large motifs** for the powdering are composed of a ring of 10 stitches and a ring of 5 stitches; the **little rings** consist of 5 stitches; they are sewn upon the net foundation.

**Tatted edging on a net foundation** (fig. 33). — **Medallions**. — With one shuttle: * 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = repeat four times from * and, as you work, join the rings together by the picots: finish off the threads.

**Connecting row**: With one shuttle: 3 stitches, join to one connecting picot of the first medallion, * 3 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 7 stitches,
join to the next connecting picot of the first medallion, 6 stitches, join to a connecting picot of the second medallion, 7 stitches, close the ring = leave a bit of thread clear = 3 stitches, join to the next connecting picot of the second medallion and repeat from *.

The tatted edging is sewn onto the net foundation with button-hole stitches; see engraving.

The large rings for the powdering contain 8 stitches, the medium sized rings 6 stitches, and the little rings 4 stitches; they are sewn upon the net foundation.

**Tatted edging on a net foundation** (fig. 34). — With one shuttle: * 5 stitches, do four times: 1 picot and 2 stitches; 1 picot, 5 stitches, close the scallop = leave a bit of thread clear = 8 stitches, close the scallop = leave a bit of thread clear and repeat from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 2nd picot of the first large scallop, * 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, do five times: 1 picot and 2 stitches; close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 4th picot of the large scallop below = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, do five times: 1 picot and 2 stitches;
close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the 2nd picot of the next large scallop and, with the two shuttles, repeat from *.

The tatted edging is sewn onto the net foundation with button-hole stitches; see engraving.

The three-lobed motifs are composed of three rings of 6 stitches, the powdering rings also contain 6 stitches; they are sewn upon the net foundation.

**PLATE VIII.**

**Handkerchief corner with tatted edging** (fig. 35). — 1st row — With one shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 picot, * 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = leave a long piece of thread clear = 3 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring and repeat from *.

To make the corner: After * do: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = leave a long piece of thread clear = 3 stitches = join to the last picot of the ring in the corner and continue from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the picot in the middle of the first ring, * 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next free picot = make 1 short picot with the left hand thread = repeat from * with the two shuttles.

To make the corner: Do the scallop with 8 stitches.
3rd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st short picot, * 8 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next short picot = repeat from * with the two shuttles.

To make the corner: Do the scallop with 11 stitches.

Medallion. — With one shuttle: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = * leave a bit of thread clear = 3 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, close the ring = repeat fourteen times from * and, as you work, join the last ring to the 1st picot of the first ring; fasten off the threads.

The tatted edging is sewn to the cambric foundation with button-hole stitches, as shown in the engraving.

Handkerchief corner with tatted edging (fig. 36). — Edging. — With one shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, * 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 4 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, join to the last long picot of the preceding ring and repeat from *.

To make the corner: After * do: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 long picot,
2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, 1 short picot, 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the short picot of the corner ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 3 stitches, 1 Josephine picot of 8 knots, 4 stitches = turn the work = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 2 stitches, join to the long picot of the corner ring and continue from *.

Medallion. — With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = * leave a bit of thread clear = 4 stitches, join to the last picot of the preceding ring, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = repeat fourteen times from * and, as you work, join the last ring to the 1st picot of the first ring; fasten off the threads.

The tatted edging is sewn to the cambric foundation with button-hole stitches, as the engraving shows.

Handkerchief corner with tatted edging (fig. 37). — * Edging. — 1st row * With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work and repeat from *.
For working, use the D·M·C Cotton and Flax threads
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To make the corner: After * do with one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = and continue from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the base of the first small ring, * 4 stitches = join the right hand thread to the picot of the lower scallop = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread into the next notch and repeat from * with the two shuttles.

To make the corner: After * do with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the next picot below = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = ** with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread to the next picot below = with the left hand shuttle: 2 stitches, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 2 stitches, close the ring = repeat once from ** = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches = fasten the right hand thread into the next notch and continue from *.

Medallion. — * With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work = repeat fifteen times from *; close the round and finish off the threads.
The tatted edging is sewn to the cambric foundation with button-hole stitches, as indicated by the engraving.

**Handkerchief corner with tatted edging** (fig. 38). — *Edging.* — 1st row —

* With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches = turn the work and repeat from *.

*To make the corner:* After * do four times: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches and close the ring = turn the work = with the two shuttles: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches and continue from *.

2nd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the picot of the first small ring, * 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the picot of the next ring = with the two shuttles: 1 stitch, 1 short picot, 1 stitch = join the right hand thread to the picot of the next ring = repeat from * with the two shuttles.

*To make the corner:* After * work with the two shuttles: ** 6 stitches = join the right hand thread to the picot of the next ring = with the two shuttles: 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch = join the right hand thread for the second time to the picot of the lower ring = with the two shuttles repeat once from ** and continue from *.

3rd row — With two shuttles: Fasten the threads to the 1st short picot, * 3 stitches,
1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 1 stitch, 1 picot, 3 stitches = join the right hand thread to the next short picot and repeat from *.

Medallion. — * With one shuttle: 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = 4 stitches, 1 picot, 4 stitches, close the ring = turn the work = with two shuttles: 3 stitches, 1 picot, 3 stitches = turn the work and repeat eleven times from *; close the round and finish off the threads.

The tatted edging is sewn to the cambric foundation with button-hole stitches, as indicated by the engraving.
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manufacture and put on sale under the trade mark of

D·M·C

articles specially intended for embroidery, sewing, knitting, crochet, lace work and generally for all kinds of needlework in the following materials:

COTTON, LINEN AND SILK

These articles are supplied in all sizes in ecru, white, black and all colours.

They can be procured from all mercers, fancy repositories, art needlework dépôts, &c.: but the variety of the D·M·C goods is so great that it is impossible for even the best supplied houses to keep them all in stock.

As however customers of DOLLFUS-MIEG & Cie, SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME, or their wholesale agents, have every facility for procuring any quantity of goods, it is always possible to obtain the articles wanted through them.
LIST OF THE ARTICLES

D·M·C

intended for embroidery, sewing, knitting, crochet, lace work, &c.

Cottons for embroidery and tapestry: D·M·C Embroidery cottons (Cotons à broder). D·M·C Floss embroidery cottons, special quality (Cotons floches à broder, qualité spéciale). D·M·C Pearl cottons (Cotons perlés). D·M·C Shaded pearl cotton (Coton perlé ombré). D·M·C Special stranded cotton (Mouliné spécial).

Sewing cottons: D·M·C Alsation sewing cotton (Fil d’Alsace). D·M·C Alsa.

Crochet cottons: D·M·C Alsatia. D·M·C Cordonnets. D·M·C Crochet cotton, 6 cord, special quality (Cordonnet spécial). D·M·C 6 cord cotton lace thread (Fil à dentelles). D·M·C Pearl cottons (Cotons perlés). D·M·C Shaded pearl cotton (Coton perlé ombré). D·M·C Floss crochet (Crochet floche). D·M·C Knitting cotton (Fil à pointe).

Knitting cottons: D·M·C Alsatia. D·M·C Retors pour mercerie. D·M·C Retors d’Alsace.

Darning cottons: D·M·C Special stranded cotton (Mouliné spécial). D·M·C Darning cotton, special quality (Repriser spécial). D·M·C Stranded darning cotton, 8 threads (Coton mouliné double, 8 fils).

Embroidery and scalloping machine twist: D·M·C Embroidery cotton (Coton à broder). D·M·C Retors d’Alsace.

Cotton braids: D·M·C Superfine braid (Lacet superfine). D·M·C Cotton braid (Lacet, première qualité).

Flax threads for embroidery and tapestry: D·M·C Floss flax or flourishing threads (Lins floches).

Flax threads for knitting, crochet and lace work: D·M·C Flax threads for knitting and crochet (Lins pour tricoter et crocheter). D·M·C Flax lace threads (Lins pour dentelles).

Pure Silk for embroidery: D·M·C Persian silk (Soie de Perse).

Artificial Silk for embroidery: D·M·C Artificial Embroidery Silk (Soie artificielle à broder).
D·M·C LIBRARY

In the endeavour to develop the taste for fancy needlework and to make better known the use of the numerous articles made especially for sewing, embroidery, crochet work, knitting, &c., by the Societe Anonyme DÔLÈTS-MING & CÔ, the Company has published a series of works, which together form a complete library of information dealing with every known kind of needlework.

Although these publications surpass all that has ever been done in this way before — by their artistic value, the choice of the designs, and the attention applied to their execution — yet, they are sold at a price quite inferior to their real value. They could not have been produced at such favorable prices, had it not been for the numerous editions published and the aim they are intended to serve.

Each album is edited in several languages and is composed of a series of unpublished and much varied designs accompanied by explanatory texts.

Ladies who do not find in our assortment the languages with which they are acquainted, will nevertheless be able to use successfully the albums of the D·M·C Library. Owing to the clearness as well as the perfection of the designs, the text becomes a secondary question and it will always be easy to execute most of the patterns shown in these albums without having need of the text.

Further on will be found a description of these publications, which can be obtained of booksellers, wercers and at needlework depôts or direct from the Comptoir Magasin de Broderie, and Th. de Dillmont, Mulhouse (France).

List of the publications of the D·M·C Library


Albums for Cross Stitch Embroidery (Albums de Broderies au Point de Croix).

Ist SERIES: 36 plates with 774 various designs. In-4.
IIst SERIES: 30 plates with 138 coloured designs, comprising several alphabets and a treatise on embroidery. In-4.
IIIst SERIES: 40 plates with 281 various designs. In-4.

- Cross Stitch - New Designs, I* Series. Album in-8, containing 24 coloured plates, composed of grounds, borders and various subjects for cross stitch embroideries.

- Cross Stitch - New Designs, II*, III* and IV* Series. Three albums in large octavo, each containing 20 coloured plates, composed of grounds, borders and various subjects for cross stitch embroideries.

- Cross Stitch - New Designs, V* Series. Album in large octavo, containing 16 coloured plates, composed of borders, backgrounds, detached motifs and various subjects, new in style, for cross stitch embroidery.

Marking Stitch, I\textsuperscript{st} Series. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 12 coloured plates composed of alphabets, monograms and patterns for counted stitch embroideries.

Marking Stitch, II\textsuperscript{nd} Series. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 16 coloured plates composed of monograms, alphabets, borders, grounds and various subjects for counted stitch embroideries.

Marking Stitch, III\textsuperscript{rd} Series. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, of 16 coloured plates, composed of modern monograms, a Gothic alphabet, grounds, borders and various figure subjects, for counted stitch embroideries.

The Embroiderer's Alphabet. An album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 82 coloured plates composed of alphabets, monograms and patterns for counted stitch embroideries, followed by 50 plates of monograms and scallops with tracings for white embroidery.

The same album is also edited in-16\textsuperscript{o}.

Monograms and Alphabets for combination. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 31 plates of 5 double alphabets for combination, and a great number of monograms.

Alphabets and Monograms (Alphabets et Monogrammes). Album in-4\textsuperscript{o} (oblong shape), with gilt edges, composed of 60 plates with explanatory text.

Motifs for Embroideries, I\textsuperscript{st} and II\textsuperscript{nd} Series (Motifs pour Broderies). Two albums in-8\textsuperscript{o}, each containing 32 coloured plates, composed of various designs for tapestry and embroidery, also a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Motifs for Embroideries, III\textsuperscript{rd} and IV\textsuperscript{th} Series. Two albums in large octavo, each containing 20 coloured plates of various designs.

Motifs for Embroideries, V\textsuperscript{th} Series. Album in large octavo, containing 15 coloured plates, a text with explanatory figures, and a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Czecho-Slovakian Embroideries. Album in large octavo, containing 20 plates printed in colour, consisting of 67 patterns, a text with explanatory figures, and a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Colbert Embroideries. Album in large octavo, containing 16 plates printed in colour, consisting of 18 patterns, a description of the stitches and a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Jugoslav Embroideries, I\textsuperscript{st} and II\textsuperscript{nd} Series. Two albums in large octavo, each containing 20 plates printed in colour, a text with explanatory figures, and a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Turkish Embroideries. Album in large octavo, containing 24 plates printed in colour, a text with explanatory figures and a series of drawings upon squared paper.

Bulgarian Embroideries. Album in large octavo, containing 16 plates printed in colour, consisting of 88 patterns of borders, grounds, squares and detached motifs, for embroidery on counted threads. A text with explanatory figures accompanies the plates.

Assisi Embroideries. Album in-4\textsuperscript{o}, containing 24 plates printed in colour and a text with explanatory figures.

\(\ast\) The publications marked with an asterisk (*) are edited in English.
*Irish Crochet Lace.* Album in large octavo, containing 52 pages of text with numerous explanatory figures, 7 plates of patterns and tracings on linen.

*Crochet Work, I*<sup>st</sup> and II*<sup>nd</sup> Series (Le Crochet).* I*<sup>st</sup> Series: 8 plates composed of 64 patterns. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup> — II*<sup>nd</sup> Series: 8 plates composed of 57 patterns. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup> Each series is accompanied by a detailed description of the patterns.

*Crochet Work, III*<sup>rd</sup> Series. Album in large octavo, containing 14 plates, 78 pages of explanatory text and numerous figures.

*Crochet Work, IV*<sup>th</sup> Series. Album in large octavo, containing 11 plates composed of 57 patterns and 60 pages of text.

*Crochet Work, V*<sup>th</sup> Series (Coarse Crochet). Album in-4*<sup>*/</sup>, containing 9 principal plates, 13 supplementary plates and a text with explanatory figures.

*Crochet Work, VI*<sup>th</sup> Series. Album in-8*<sup>*/</sup>, containing 8 plates composed of 60 models of lace edgings and narrow insertions for fine lingerie and for articles of furnishing in fine fabrics; detailed descriptions of the models accompany the plates.

*Knitting, I*<sup>st</sup> and II*<sup>nd</sup> Series (Le Tricot).* I*<sup>st</sup> Series: 10 plates composed of 72 patterns. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup> — II*<sup>nd</sup> Series: 10 plates composed of 65 patterns. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup> Each series is accompanied by a detailed description of the patterns.

*Knitting, III*<sup>rd</sup> Series. Album in-8*<sup>*/</sup>, containing 12 plates composed of 46 knitting patterns accompanied by 36 pages of text with explanatory figures.

*French Net Work (Le Filet-Richelieu).* Album in-4*<sup>*/</sup>, 30 plates containing 171 patterns with explanatory text.

*The Net Work.* Containing 28 pages of text with explanatory figures and 20 plates with various patterns. In-8*<sup>*/</sup>.

*Filet-Guipure.* Album in large octavo, containing 20 plates with 68 patterns and a text with 17 explanatory figures.

*Macramé (Le Macramé).* Album containing 32 plates, composed of 188 patterns with explanatory text. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup>

*Knotted Fringes.* Album in-4*<sup>*/</sup>, containing upon 20 plates 20 patterns and a text with explanatory figures.

*Net Work Embroidery, I*<sup>st</sup> and II*<sup>nd</sup> Series (La Broderie sur Laces).* I*<sup>st</sup> Series, containing 20 plates, composed of 41 patterns, with explanatory text. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup> — II*<sup>nd</sup> Series, containing 20 plates, composed of 38 patterns, with explanatory text. In-4*.<sup>*/</sup>

*Hardanger Embroideries, I*<sup>st</sup> Series. Album in large octavo, containing 30 plates and a text with explanatory figures.

*Hardanger Embroideries, II*<sup>nd</sup> Series. Album in large octavo, containing 25 plates and a text with explanatory figures.

*Openwork Embroideries.* Album in large octavo, containing 20 plates composed of 48 patterns of borders, with or without corners, and some backgrounds; the plates are preceded by 20 pages of text with explanatory figures.

<sup>1*#</sup> The publications marked with an asterisk (*) are edited in English.
* Drawn thread Work. I\textsuperscript{st} Series. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 54 pages of text with explanatory figures and 20 plates of patterns.

* Drawn thread Work. II\textsuperscript{nd} Series. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, consisting of 11 pages of text with explanatory figures and 52 plates of patterns.

Flat Stitch Embroidery (La Broderie au Passe). Album in-4\textsuperscript{o}, containing 20 plates, composed of 27 patterns, with tracings and explanatory text.

* Embroidery on Tulle. I\textsuperscript{st} Series. Album in large octavo, containing 16 plates printed in black and 8 plates in colours, and an explanatory text.

Motifs for Coptic Embroidery. I\textsuperscript{st}, II\textsuperscript{nd} and III\textsuperscript{rd} Parts (Motifs de Broderie copte). Each Part is composed of 30 plates, one coloured, with explanatory text. In-4\textsuperscript{o}.

Pillow Laces. I\textsuperscript{st} Series (Les Dentelles aux Fuseaux). Octavo volume, containing 184 pages of text, 8 plates with patterns of laces, and 55 tracings.

Pillow Laces. II\textsuperscript{nd} Series (Les Dentelles aux Fuseaux). Album in large octavo, containing 58 pages of text, 18 plates with 23 patterns, and 100 tracings.

* Needle-made Laces. I\textsuperscript{st} Series. Album in large octavo, containing 15 plates, a series of patterns, and a text with explanatory figures.

Point lace (La Dentelle Renaissance). Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 76 pages of text with explanatory figures, 10 plates without text and 70 patterns.

* Teneriffe Lace Work. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, of 20 plates of patterns and a text with explanatory figures.

* New Patterns in Old Style. Work divided into two parts, each of which is composed of 12 plates, accompanied by an explanatory text and figures. In-4\textsuperscript{o}.

* Tatting. Album in-8\textsuperscript{o}, containing 8 plates presenting 38 models, and a text with explanatory figures.

Works of various kinds (Recueil d'Ouvrages divers). Album in-4\textsuperscript{o}, oblong shape, 35 plates containing 242 engravings with explanatory text.

(*) The publications marked with an asterisk are edited in English.